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The two-frequncy spatially-temporal mutual coherence function of milli
meter radiowaves in the turbulent boundary layer is studied. The analysis of 
the coherent property dependences on beam parameters, path characteristics 
and propagation conditions has been carried out. A comparison of obtained 
results 'With the experimen tal data has been conducted, and the near-earth 
atmosphere irregular ities influence on antenna characteristics has also been 
investigated. 

The performa nce of communication, radar and remote sensing systems is 
highly dependent on propagation conditions. The study of statistical charac
teristics of a wave beam in the turbulent boundary layer is of the great 
practical interest. 

The most complete information about the medium influence on radiation 
parameters can be obtained on the base of two-frequency spatially-temporal 
mutual coherence function (MeF) [1,2]. The nume r ous experimental investiga
tions showed [ 3 ] that the smooth perturbation method (SPM) can be used for 
theoretical study of millimeter (mm) wave propagation at the practical 
interesting near-earths paths (a distance up to 30 km). In the frame of 
considering model MCF can be written as 

(1) 

where 
rz." - characterize the cohe r ence properties in a homogeneous atmosphere , C =: (exp[4J(i:'1.,b.-L:t) +<P"(=i;.,t-Z,t.2)]} -discribe the turbulence effect, 
't'(t,k,i.) -is the complex phase. 

As we showed in [4] , the specific peculiarity of mm-band is dl fferent 
from zero mutual correlation of level and phase fluctuations under wave 
propagating in the near-earth turbulent layer, therefore the complex phase 
q? is to be considered as the single random value. 

Let the index of refraction is statislically homogeneous and isotropic, 
and its fluctuations is g -correlated along the propagation direction. Using 
the Taylor's "frozen " turbulence hypothesis, after averaging we obtain the 
following expression for MCF in the first approximation of SPM for the Gaus
sian beam with the init i al effective radius ge 

I~ (L , p, , ~,k.,k,,'t)= 8<pi2.'ll· kJ"a.(~)[(k,H(P"W + 
J 0 0 (2) 

"(k, H(P .. )) + 2k,k, H(Plo)H'(P,,)], (xX'll] dJt} 
where vectors ~ and ~ determine the observation points in the reception pla
ne .l!.~L , G .... is the spectral density of the index of refraction fluctuati
ons, V is the transverse velocity of irregularity transfer , p(;t,)=:x=./(kpi}i s 
the ~eam wave parameter, 1.0 is the Bessel func ~io n, 't' =t.~ -t-\ ' 
H(P.)~ L e.<pH-P. (L -:t)>,-'I(2klJ , P. ~ (j TL P(",')/(1 hP(L)) 

)() = V(Pi P,. - (Ii: 'f!;) p,~ .. (v.p71'l:)' • (J[ j5:x iT, 11 P.: - I[ V ,p; JI't)l~/l'j 
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Expression (2) permi t to study slmul taneously the turbu lence atmosphere 
effect on the radia tion coherence in the time, space and f r equency domain 
for different beam parameters, path charact eristics and propagation conditi 
ons (in the sphere of valid ity of using model). 

Note that in the first approximatlon of SPM the wave attenuation 
because of energy loss due to absorption and scatteri ng i s not taken into 
a ccount. In this case it is convenient to discrlbe the rad iation proper ties 
by means of complex coherence degree rz determlned by the next expression 

~ 

- ( - - k k ~) _ rL(L.p; .P;,k,.k<,-c) = 

r" L,\,,,p, . ' . L,C -Vl""(L,p.,p.,k"k,,O) I;(L ,p;, P:,k"k"oi 
L 00 

- e-X P {2StZ J ch.j ::t G. (>t) [~ i. k: R.. (I-HR. )\I1'1'l. (H (Pt.)) 
131 

o 0 

- 2i.k: 12.. (H (Ii..)) 1m (H (P .. )) + 2 k,k, H (P •• ) H'm.n, (oe'll) 

- kt IH(Pu)I' L (2 i.l<9J im. P .. ) - k: 11-1 (P,.)I' T, (2i.:x. 9, j h'l P,,)] d" ~ 
A von Karman t wo-parametric spectrum [ IJ modelling the saturation of the 
index of refraction fluctuations has been applied in calculations. 

Fig.l s hows the nume r ical results of temporal complex coherence degree 
on the beam axis for the different path characteristics and turbulence con
di lions. The analisis of the dependencies has shown that coherence ti me 'te ... 
increases as the parameter ZD_=.J2~)'Li'L!Jdetermined by the rati o of the first 
Fresnel zone to the outer scale of turbulence L~ grows. This effect can take 
place under the decrease of the ave r ege path height. The similar behaviour 
of"tc ... is observed unde r weakening of radiation fluctuations the magnitude 
of which is discribed by parameter ~=i.:)D28C."lk'''''LJ~ where CAt s the index 
of refraction structure constant . J t has been e stablished that at the long 
near-earth paths under the worst conditions the coherence time is shortened 
t o tent hs of second. It must be noted that the maximum values of 'te . .. are 
observed for a collimated beam . Therefore, the use of highly directive 
antenna in radiosystems permits to diminish the near-earth tu rbu lent 
a t mosphere infl uence. 

The results of experimental investigations [ S] carryed out in the short
wave par t of the band ( ~~ 2 mm) at 1 km and 2 km nea r - earth paths satisfac
tory agree with numerical cu lculalions of the cohe rence time. 

Fig.2 shows the absolute values o f the spatial coherence function when 
one of t he observation points is placed al the beam axis. Note, that when 
t he space diversity does not exceed the normalized effective beam radi us V<!1.1t 
=9itf.//L./":: . the magnitude ofl f2.(L,O, p ... )1 ro r a collima t ed beam is greater then 
the one for the d ivergent beam with P =100 (curves 1 and 2 under p.~ 1. 7). 
Since in the reception plane the effective radius ~ .. equals (T for P =l 
then the further increase ofP. results in a considerabl e growth of level and 
phase fluctuations and , also, a faster decrease of 1j\ ( L)D, p .. )\ than for the 
beam with P=100, f or which 9~."l t:::: 10. Parameters fl c.and ~u .. substant ia lly 
influence o n the spatia l coherence function as well as on r.t ( LJ1:..~ The va lue 
of ft . .,.i s reduced as the fluctuation intensi t y and the average heigth of path 
are increased. 

The numeri cal calcu lation analysis has revealed that the phase of the 
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spatial cohe rence function is significant for a .-colli mated beam especially 
under great diversity. The maximum values of Ov~ 1'1. (L .O,p..,) are observed when 
the s ize of the first Fresnel zone coinc ides wi t h the outer scale size of 
turbulence. Just then the strongest correlation of level and phase 
fluctuation of wave takes place [ 4]. 

Spatial coherence disturbance can restrict the poten tial possibilities 
of receiving antenna systems. The calculation resu l ts of the spatial frequ
ency characteris t i cs A(~) l 6 10btained for two circle an tennas under incident 
wave with P =100 and C .. =10·u m -JI~ , L =30 km.) =2 mm are represented on Fig. J. 
The analysis of the dependencies showed that the near-earth turbulent 
atmosphere genarally decreases the spectral amp litude i n the middle spatial 
frequency r egion, and besides, th i s effect is mostl y significant for large 
apertures. Moreover, the near-earth layer i rregulari ties may reduce the 
antenna gain. It has been f ound that the gain losses can reach to - JdB and 
- 2,6 dB for aperture radii R. =R/{L / k' =4 and R .. =2 under above-mentioned 
conditions and respectively - 0.8 dB and - 0.7 dB under A =8 mm. 

The resul ts of calculation absolute value of the frequency coherence 
function are shown on Fig. 4.,:. I~ com~uting the parameters j.:., :;eel< ,p were 
determined for wave number k. = k l ·k2 . The analysis of obta ined dependencies 
has revealed that turbulence strengthening. the path distance increase, the 
wave length decrease result in narrowing of the coherence bandwidth. The 
similar effect takes place under the average path he ight growth. The maximum 
values of the coherence bandwid th are observed for a collima ted beam. It has 
been found that UXfJ f" (L:k, J) reaches the maximum magnit udes as well as 
spatial coherence when the size of the first Fresnel zone coinc ides with the 
outer scale size of turbulence . 

The analysis of the carried out study has permited to de t ermine the 
frequency band when the near-earth atmosphere does not restrict the signal 
bandwidth of radiosystems. When the mm-radiation is propagat ing i n the 
turbulent boundary layer (not interacting with the surface) the coherence 
bandwidth exceeds 10 GHz. The short pulse ( 'i:::~ 3 ns) propagat i on experiments 
obtained at 4 km line-of-sight in the long-wave part of the band ( A1=9 mm 
and ).2=7 .4 mm) have shown [7} that the near-earth turbulent atmosphere does 
not distort the signal shape. This confirms the theo retical calcu lations 
carried out in this work. 
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Fig.1. The tempora l complex 
coherence degree. 
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fig.3. Effect of the near-earth 
turbulent atmosphere on the 

spatlal frequncy characteristics. 
1- C. =O; 2- R.=2; 3- R. =4. 
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Flg.2 The absolute values of the 
spatial coherence function. 
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Fig.4. The absolute values of the 
_ frequency_ coherence f unction. 
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